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pay for any work that I do
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times where being a

musician is incredibly
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photos and to Jo Schaab who
does my brand design.

 This course has been made
based on my own

experience and study into
these cultures. I am not in
any way suggesting that 

 this information is the be
all and end all, or the "right

way".

I hope these notes prove
useful in your own journey
in studying this music and

culture.
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part1.

An introduction to Bahia

The state of Bahia is a fascinating place located on the North-Eastern coast
of Brazil. It's the 4th most populated state of the country and the 5th

largest in area.

The capital city of the State is
Salvador - formerly known as

"Cidade do São Salvador da Bahia
de Todos os Santos" or in English
"City of Holy Saviour of All Saints
Bay" which is located on a spit of

land separating the Bay of All
Saints from the Atlantic Ocean

Most of it's population is located
on it's tropical coast

The climate of the state is fairly mixed with much of its interior consisting of
arid savannahs and mountainous regions. 

The Portuguese landed in the region in 1500 in what is now the city of
Porto Seguro. Setting up Salvador 49 years later as the administrative city
for Portuguese colonies in the south American region. Salvador remained
the capital of the Kingdom of Brazil until it was moved to Rio de Janeiro in

1763.

Some other notable moments in Bahia's early history include:
- The Malé revolt 1835. A revolt of enslaved muslim people  which

resulted in >300 deaths after being inspired by Haiti's revolt
- Charles Darwin visits during his famous trip of the world.



part 2.

 Candomblé and orixa worship

Candomblé is a direct result of the transatlantic slave trade and are the
origin of much of the Brazilian music we love today. Today it is more

popular than it ever has been with people of all colours and backgrounds
practicing the religion. 

This is in a big way thanks to the music of many artists, but most notably
Vinicius de Moraes and Baden Powell with their 1966 album ‘Os Afro-
Sambas’ which was the first time the taboo subject of Candomble and

Orixas was brought into and accepted by the mainstream (despite it having
many other cultural influences in the country).

However in most of society it is still looked down upon and considered
witchcraft in part due to some of its traditions (especially animal sacrifice

and rituals involving blood) as well as its origins. 

Candomblé is the combination of different spiritual practices found in
Africa - including Ifa, Orisa, Vodun and Nkisi. Candomble as we know it is

considered to be from roughly the 19th century after 3 centuries of these
aforementioned practices existing separately.

 The majority of people taken to Brazil were from the Gulf of Benin
(nowadays Benin and Nigeria) and were speakers of the Yoruba language
which is still a popular language in Nigeria today, upon their arrival in the
Brazilian ports these people were processed based on the African port

they left from and not where they were actually from. The groupings
decided upon at the Brazilian ports were called Nations (Nações pl). This

resulted in the cross pollination of deities, traditions and rituals which were
once specific to certain regions. 



An estimated 4.9 million African people were taken to Brazil as slaves from
1501 - 1866 (which doesn't include the final 22 years of slavery in the

country). Source slavevoyages.org

Nação Ketu. This Nation uses the
Yoruban language and so is seen as

being only from the people of the
Oyo kingdom in what’s now Nigeria.
In reality it’s roots also lie with other

peoples from
Nigeria, including the Egba and the

Egbado. Ketu is the most widely
transmitted form of Candomblé.

Nação Jejé. Jejé refers to peoples of
what’s now Benin, including

the Fon and Ewe peoples, but it’s
roots are broader and

include the Fanti and the Ashanti
peoples of what’s now Ghana.

Nação Angola. Although we know Angola as one country, in the case of this
Candomblé Nation the name refers to South-Central Africa and the Bantu, Congo-

Angola peoples found there. Some of these are the Ambunda, the Cassange and the
Bangala peoples of the Luanda region of what’s now Angola, the Kicongo people of

Angola and Congo, the Benguelas of the Benguela region of Angola and the people of
the Cabinda region of Angola/Congo, also the Macua people of what’s

now Mozambique.

Nação Ijexa. This name refers to the Yoruba kingdom/city of Ilesha in the Osun State
of South-Western Nigeria.

These Nations or types of Candomblé are generally referred to as being Candomblé de
Ketu, or Candomblé de Jejé and so on.



Upon arrival lets say as an example these people were organised into
groups of 10 per Nação. You might have one group with 6 Ewe

people, 1 from Ijexa, 1 from a tribe near the Oyo kingdom and 2
bantu. 

This one group would form a terreiro, which would have a unique
blend of those people in those ratios. Now think about this on a larger

scale of 20 - 100 people per group and a total of nearly 5 million
people taken you begin to see why I can't say that something is "100%
right" because looking at that framework, I'd suggest 1 true answer is

impossible as is the way with all traditions passed down orally.

Part of why this is so complicated is because this system of
organisation was more complicated than it sounds. As most enslaved
people taken to brazil were taken from the port of Luanda - the now

capital of Angola. Regardless of where they were originally taken from.

Slave transport ship blueprint on display in the Liverpool Slavery Mueseum



The spiritual deities of Candomble are called Orixas (in Ketu
with variations of the same word in different nações ). There
are literally hundreds of Orixas all with slight variations and
slightly different names but they are central to the practice.
Each initiate develops a relationship with different Orixas

and it evolves over time and it is extremely personal.
Broadly speaking though, Orixas are described as "energies"

or "forces of nature" and are personified with each one
representing different traits. 

Many people believe that the Orixas have influence over the
devotees. Each Orixa has their own associated day of the

week, colour, food.

Many Orixas have faded into obscurity due to the sheer
amount of them that exist. However, here is a list of some of
the most popular ones that are worshipped today and some

basic details about them.  

This image being used
in this course is

inspired by Oxossi

1. Exu' (male with female versions).
Exu is a trickster, mischievous character. Often depicted in Brazil as a Devil like

statue often made out of red clay. He is the guardian of the Terreiros and is often
depicted at the entrances.

Is considered the 1st of the 3 principle hunter warriors. A part of every offering to
any orixa (Except Obatala) is kept aside for Exu.

Colours: Red and white

2. Ogum/Ogun' (male).
The 2nd of the principle hunter warriors. Ogum is often considered the orixa of

war. He is determination, protection, technology and metals. Often depicted
holding a broadsword

Associated colours are Red, Black (Green in RJ + Blue in Bahia)
Food: Feijoada

The Orixas



3. Oxossi (male).
The 3rd hunter warrior. He is associated with the hunt, forests and wealth. He is

the Orixa of contemplation, loving the arts and hunting for positive influences
and energies. Represented by a Bow and Arrow

Associated colours are Blue in Ketu, otherwise it's green.
Food: Axoxo (maize cooked with coconut)

Day of the week: Thursdays

4. Oxum (female).
The Orixa of Love, Intimacy, Beauty, Fresh waters (rivers and waterfalls), Wealth,

Diplomacy, Fertility, Femininity  amongst other things
Associated colours: Yellow and Gold

She is often depicted with a ritual fan that looks like a handheld mirror

5. ‘Yemanja’ (female).
She is the most popular of the Orixas and is atributed to the tradition of wearing

white on Saturdays.
The oceans and motherhood, Yemanja is the protector of children and

fishermen, she is the link between lands and peoples, between past, present and
future. Like the oceans she is a force that must be respected and understood,

and like the oceans, she can be both calm and gentle, or terrifyingly destructive.
Day of the week; Saturday

Associated Colours: Light blue
Symbols : sea shells

6. Oya (female).
The tempest, the fierce wind and rain, the bringer of change. Oya is a warrior, she

is swift transformation, once present she will destroy what’s not needed
anymore. Oya is forward and uncompromising energy.

Salutation: Eeparrei
Day of the week: Wednesday

Associated Colours: Red, Purple, Black
Food: Acaraje (a deep fried kind of scone often served with spicy pastes)



A major part of Candomblé is the music. It plays a central role to the ceremonies
as each Orixa has it's associated rhythms, moves and variations.  There are at

least 36 principle rhythms across the 4 principle nações .

Instrumentation:
3 Atabaques. 

Lé (pronounced like leh)
 Rum-pi (pronounced like hoom-p)

+ Rum (pronounced like hoom)
 (in descending order of tuning).

These are a bit like cuban
tumbadores (aka congas) but are

rope tuned and much taller.

A Gan - Gan is the traditional bell
instrument but is often replaced by

an Agogo.

Voices. Songs predominantly sung
in Yoruba and PT.

Image of Atabaques on display at Mueseu do Afro in
São Paulo

The Rum (the lowest drum) is mostly improvised playing variations relating to the
specific Orixa being honoured in the ceremony. 

Each of the drums have their own role in the music. In Ketu, the Lé and Rum-pi
are played with sticks and help drive the gan part, where as the Rum is played

with a stick and hand and improvises. In other types of Candomblé like Ijexá and
Angola, the drums are played with just your hands.

The MUSIC OF CANDOMBLÉ



The rhythm of Ijexa exists even today in Nigeria as well as a version in Cuba
and is popular in Brazil. When playing Ijexa all the drums are played with

your hands.

This is but one way to play the bell part for the rhythm Ijexa. This is just my personal
preference, however it can be played the opposite way (starting on the bottom bell).

The bell part.

You can often hear the bell starting with the second half of the rhythm. 
^ = high bell,  v= low bell

The Lé part (the highest drum)

The slap here is played as a closed slap (one hand on the skin muting it) though
depending on the nação you could see it being played differently

X = slap  O = open tone

The Rum-pi (and Rum rest part)

Music of Candomblé

Ijexa
1



As I mentioned earlier, the Rum mostly improvises and the variations it plays often
relates to the Orixa being worshipped at the time. Though if it were to have a rest

part that it sticks to it would be the same as the Rum-pi. Below are two variations that
work for any orixa.

This one is incredibly common and can be heard in many adaptations of
Ijexa. The first half is the rest part and the last 4 tones are the variation.

This other variation is 5 tones in the first half the bar followed by the
previously mentioned variation. I've put them together like this because it's

something I like. 

For further clarification see video resources.

Photo by Cheryl Blake



Augere is a rhythm played in Candomblé Ketu. In Ketu the Lé + Rum-pi play
the same part, which in your dominant hand is playing the bell part, with

your left filling in some gaps

The notation on the left is just mimicking the bell part which you'll play with
your dominant hand. The notation on the right is the full part. There are no

accents and each hand should sound roughly the same.

In Nação Ketu the Rum is played with 1 stick and hand. The stick is held in
your dominant hand and a closed slap sound is made with your hand on
the skin muting it and striking it with the stick making sure the stick is flat

across the skin. You can also get tones with the stick.

The Bell part.

The bell part is played on just one bell. This is notated in 2/4

The Lé + Rum-pi.

R R R R R R L R L R L R R L

The Rum.

R R R R R RL L L L

Music of Candomblé

augere
2



Opanije is another rhythm found in Candomblé Ketu and has a pretty
unique bell part and feel.

Like the other Ketu rhythms, the role of these drums is to drive the bell
part. Again the dominant hand playing the bell part itself and the left hand

filling in the gaps like so.

This Rum part is one I really love and is by far the most difficult piece of
material in this lesson as the last quarter of it is a really syncopated rhythm.

The Bell
part.

The bell part is played on just one bell and lasts a full bar of 4/4

The Lé + Rum-pi.

R R R R R R R R R R RL L L L L L L L L

The Rum

R R R R R R R R RLLL

R R R R R R R R RLLL

R R R L R R

R L R R

L L

L L L LRR

Music of Candomblé

opanije
3



I've picked these songs for Oxum as singing material to cover, although if
you weren't at the live session fear not as I'll include a link to some music

that covers these songs. They're all call and response and really well known
songs in Youruba. The syllable in Bold on the Lead part is the first beat of

the bar so you know how it relates to the rhythm. You would play Ijexa with
these songs.

Lead: Ye-e-ye, o ye ye shorodo, olua yeman, shoroman, fe fe shorodo
Response : Ye-e-ye, o ye ye shorodo

Lead: Olua yeman, shoroman, fe fe shorodo
Response: Ye-e-ye, o ye ye shorodo

Repeat for n times

Lead: E ye ye solubaje isso, solubaje, e ye ye solubaje isso, solubaje
Response : E ye ye solubaje isso, solubaje, e ye ye solubaje isso, solubaje

Repeat for n times

Lead: Isso, isso
Response : Solubaje

Repeat for n times

Lead: Oromima oromima o oromima o yabado oye ye o
Response: Oromima, oromima o, oromima o yabado oye ye o

Repeat for n times

Lead: Oxum mawira, oxum mawira, e loko loko oluaie mawa do loko
Response : Oxum mawira, oxum mawira, e loko loko oluaie mawa do loko

Repeat for n times

Music of Candomblé

Ijexa, songs for oxum



Whilst theres already a fair amount of information here. There is a fair
amount of other information out there online to study further. To wrap up
here are some suggestions of places to continue your study of this culture.

Umbanda 
Umbanda is an offshoot of Candomblé which originated in Rio de Janeiro in
the late 19th - early 20th century which fuses elements of Catholicism such

as orixas also being represented as characters from Catholic stories.

Recommended
listening.

Grupo Ofa
Os Tincoãs

Jorge Alabae

Further reading +
listening

Jon Hardeman is a UK
based musician who is a

true specialist in
Candomblé and has a

whole page dedicated to
this culture on his

website which goes into
great detail. He is an

ordained drummer in a
terreiro in Salvador da

Bahia. 
He also has videos of

many of the rhythms we
talked about including

how some can be played
for specific orixas. 

Axé/Ashe

Axé (ah-shay) is a salutation
loosely meaning "positive vibes"
but is also the term used for the
natural energy in all things. This

energy is used in rituals,
ceremonies and daily life. 

Candomblé - notes for

further study



Samba Reggae is a style of music from Salvador de Bahia that came to be in
the 1970s. Today it's one of the most popular styles of carnival music and it is
immensely loved the world over from community groups right up to musical

icons such as Paul Simon +  Michael Jackson.

The groups who pioneered samba reggae are Bloco Afros. These blocos
function not only as a musical group for people to get together and play

drums but also as a social action project serving their local communities. The
largest and oldest of these Blocos is Ile Aiye who were founded in 1974. 

This came a few years after a Black Pride  movement in the late 60s and the
bloco afros sought to create their own Afro-Brazilian carnival music that was

predominantly ran, created and performed by black people.

Part 3

Samba reggae and bloco

afros

 Ile Aiye being the first set the
precedent and took much

influence from the Escola De
Sambas musically, using their

instrumentation of Surdos, Caixa
(though they favoured a drum-kit

snare rather than a caixa de
guerra) and repique which is

played with the stick and hand
technique. Their main change to
the escola instrumentation, aside

from the caixas, was the surdo
sizes as well as the function of

the 3rd surdo (called a Cortador
or Dobra in Samba Reggae) which
is played with 2 mallets and plays

many rolling lines.

All of Ile Aiye's music still always
contain political and social

content and talk about African
history.



The most recognisable and one of the most renowned bloco afros is
without a doubt Olodum. Who were founded 4 years after Ile Aiye's first

carnival performance in 1975. 

The reason this group is so recognisable is thanks to the work of the late,
great Neguinho do Samba who was (and remains) the most important
figure in the world of Samba Reggae. Neguinho, who was at one point

mestre of the Ile Aiye, made some small but significant adjustments to the
instrumentation that shaped Olodum's identity.

1) He changed the repique playing style, favouring playing it with 2 long,
wooden sticks like atabaques

and playing rhythms with that style with lots of little rolls (which is pretty
much the universal way to play Samba Reggae Repique now, even Ile AIye 

 use this in combination with their traditional style)

2) Over time, they added 2 additional surdos to make a grand total of 5.
Which many bloco afros use now.

Attention really was drawn to Olodum after Neguinho used the samba
reggae he had created in Paul Simon's  grammy award winning "Rhythm of

the Saints". 
Neguinho went on to fund and help set up Banda Dida Feminina, an all

women's Bloco Afro. 
Olodum later collaborated and featured heavily in Michael Jackson's "They

Don't Really Care About Us".

The Bloco-Afros now-a-days are very distinguishable from the batucadas
of the south of Brazil. One big thing that has helped them create a very

different experience is choreography and show elements including 
 throwing and spinning surdos whilst playing them.

This style of percussion group has exploded in popularity around the
world, particularly in Europe where I think I've seen more samba reggae

blocos than I have in Sao Paulo and Rio combined.

To get more of a feel for this see the video list.



Repique

Caixa

Dobra  2

Fundo 1

Fundo 2

Dobra 1

The only part that is missing from there is the Martelo, the lowest surdo
that plays the pulse (the combined part of the marcaçōes or the fundos).
This is an overveiw of what is considered a basic Samba Reggae groove

taken from Neguinho's composition.

Banda Dida Feminina rehearsing in the street who also play this way.

Samba reggae. standard

grooves4



The main difference now-a-days between Olodum and Ile Aiye, musically
speaking, is the Ile Aiye Repique part. As I mentioned earlier, Ile Aiye started
off with just playing the Repique with the basic samba pattern used in Rio
with stick and hand. Since Neguinho introduced the whippy sticks Ile Aiye

use a combination of both. This is how you'd play the Ile pattern with
whippy sticks. It has a slightly different feel to the stick and hand way.

Another thing worth noting here is that the Dobra 2 part I showed above
is the best starting place however there are lots of other patterns for that

rolling surdo, one example is:

Fundo 1

Fundo 2

Dobra 2

Caixa

Samba reggae grooves

subtle differences.



One other reason Samba Reggae has stood out so much as it's own style is
the bloco afros have never been afraid of drawing influence from other

Central + South American styles. Including Calpyso, Salsa, Merengue,
Cumbia and more. One of my favourite rhythms that I've been taught was
this one below based on a Cuban Guauancó clave. Also known as rumba
clave in the west, though fun fact.. it's just one type of rumba clave. The

clave itself is being played on the Dobra.

Repique

Caixa

Timbal

Fundo 1

Fundo 2

Dobra 

samba reggae grooves:

2-3 clave 
5



This is a great one that seems more difficult than it actually is to sing and the chords are
really easy to hear in the mix so it makes playing along much easier.

Key: Bb
Intro: Gm F D7 Gm7 D7

Gm                                                 F
Olodum tá hippie, Olodum tá pop
                                                   Gm
Olodum tá reggae, Olodum tá rock
                                   D7
O Olodum pirou de vez   (2x)

Gm                       F
E canta, canta Salvador, canta, canta
           Gm                
Canta meu amor, canta, canta    
           D7
Olodum do Pelô    (2x)

Gm                                       F          D7
Todos os domingos e terças-feiras
Gm                                       F       D7
Tem samba de roda e capoeira
Eb                                         D7
Domingo tem Olodum no Pelô
Eb                                         D7
Na terça tem a benção do Senhor
Gm7                                                   F      D7
Pelourinho se transforma em carnaval
Gm                                               F  D7
Nesse momento a alegria é geral
Eb                                            D7
No samba de roda eu toco agogô
Eb                                     D7
Junto com , Capinam e Canô

English translation.

Olodum is hippy, Olodum is pop,

Olodum is reggae. Olodum is rock

Olodum went crazy

And sing. Sing Salvador, sing,  sing

Sing my love, sing sing

Olodum of Pelo

Every Sunday and Tuesday

Theres samba and capoeira

On Sundays Olodum are in Pelo

Tuesday has the blessing of the Lord

Pelourinho turns into Carnival

At this moment there is joy in general

In the samba I play agogo

Along with Capinam e Canô

song example.

Alegia Geral - olodum



Samba Reggae-
Notes for further reading.

samba reggae

notes for further study

Bloco Fogo Azul - An all women's Samba Reggae bloco in
New York City have a great part of their website dedicated
to the story of Samba Reggae as well as talking a bit about
some different Bloco Afros and what makes them unique.

Bloco Afros and samba reggae groups to listen
to

Ile Aiye 
Olodum

Banda Dida Feminina
Timbalada
Ara Ketu

Cortejo Afro
Muzenza

Os Negoes
Bankoma

Important figures in Samba Reggae Story

Neguinho do Samba. - Pioneer. Mestre of Ile Aiye,
Founder of Olodum + Dida.

Carlinhos Brown - Musician + Songwriter, Founder
of Timbalada, accredited to popularising the

Timbal/Timbau

Adrianna Portela - Mestra of Banda Dida Feminina,
Student of Neguinho.

Mario Palm - Mestre of Ile Aiye

Mestre Memeu - Mestre of Olodum

Mestre Jackson - Former Mestre of Olodum,
Student of Neguinho.



 I felt Axé was deserving of it's own lesson. Not to be confused with the concept and salutation
of "Axé! (or Ashé)" from Afro-Brazilian religions. This is vastly different.

Axé is a wave of popular music coming from Salvador da Bahia that was directly as a result of
Bloco Afros. Timbalada's Carlinhos Brown was one pioneer of the style who amongst others
was writing faster grooves for the bloco inspired by a wide variety of styles including Calypso,

Frevo, Reggae, Forró. 

However the first album considered to be in the style of Axé to become mainstream was
Daniela Mercury's 2nd album "O Canto Da Cidade" released in 1992. Since then it has taken

Brazil by storm and exported internationally. 

As as genre, its mostly punchy, fast carnival music. It is incredibly common to find large
carnaval parties across brazil but especially in Salvador with trio eletricos featuring Axe groups

as well as these artists selling out arenas in Brazil and beyond throughout the year.

Part 4

Axé

Saulo Fernandes playing in Germany 2019



Heavily featured percussion.
"Bateria Set" (3 surdos on a stand).
Bacurinha (a highly tuned repique that is 6 - 8 inches in diameter).
Timbal/Timbau.

Other percussion including caixa, repique, atabaques, congas, pandeiro, cowbells, shakers,
guira, triangle.

 Backline - guitars, bass, keys etc
 Horns, 
 Singers

1 person playing 3 surdos was mostly popularised in this style due to the creation of the
"Bateria Set" by Timbalada. Where someone could have a stand that held 3 surdos. Below is

the most common configuration, especially for right handed players. (star is where you'd
stand)

The instrumentation of

axé

Your lowest surdo is on your right hand side. Another adaptation of this is having a bacurinha
or repique set up to one side of this bateria set and playing that + 3 surdos at the same time 



Grooves for 3 surdos

and Bacurinha

Fundo 1

Fundo 2

Dobra

If you're used to playing 1 drum this idea can be really overwhelming but
fret not. Even if you don't have 3 or 4 drums this is something you can

learn. I learned this myself at home using pillows and cushions.

To begin with here is the rhythm just as 3 surdos that you can learn to play
over two hands (notated above) then change it to just one hand to free up

the other to add the bacurinha in.

R R

L L

L L

Axé Bateria set
basic 

Fundo 1

Fundo 2

Dobra

Bacurinha

R

R

R

R

R

R

L L L L

6



R
R

R L L
L

L L

Fundo 1

Fundo 2

Dobra

This groove takes more of the shape of a samba reggae surdo line.
This could be your main groove or used as a variation if you're

playing 3 surdos.

Not all Axé is super fast so this line can be heard a lot in the style
along with a 3-2 clave notated below.

R R

R

R

R

R RR

L L L L L

Fundo 1

Fundo 2

Dobra

Bacurinha

bateria set:

samba reggae feel
7



Timbal is one of the main featured instruments of this style, so
thankfully you can hear it super clearly in a lot of songs (unlike most

percussion in other pop styles). 

Grooves for

Timbal/Timbau

Basic timbal groove for samba reggae +
axé

Open
Slap

Bass

There are two ways you can hand this. Playing the first two
notes of each beat with your dominant hand:

R-RL  R-RL etc
which is common in Samba Reggae.

The other way - and my preference - which is used a lot in Axe is
alternate handing. The reason being is that it distributes the energy

used in your arms out evenly, meaning you can play faster and longer.

R R R R R RL LLLLL

This is much harder to get to start with. However since learning it in
2019 it's been the single biggest thing that improved my playing. If I had
not learned this way of playing I would never have survived 4 hours of

mostly playing Axé + Samba Reggae in Carnival that year.

8



These next two grooves work incredibly well with most faster songs in
the genre and I was taught that they work well for different parts of the
song. You can hear this in some of the recordings of "Céu Da Boca" by

Ivete Sangalo. (there a lot of live versions where they don't play the 2nd
groove)

Axé universal

Grooves for

Timbal/Timbau

Verses

Choruses

R R R RL L L L

R R R RL L L LRL L R

"Ilumina" Ivete Sangalo

Ilumina has a pretty unique line that you don't hear in any other songs
and is swung with a triplet feel.



Recommended artists
 Ivete Sangalo

Carlinhos Brown
 Margareth Menenzes 

Saulo Fernandes
 Banda Eva

 Netinho
 Daneila Mercury
 Cheiro de Amor

 Ara Ketu

Percussionists to follow:
Cara de Cobra,
Marcio Brasil
Elber Mario

Rosemeire Silva Santos aka Ratinha
Elton Jackson
Kainã Do Jêje

axé 

notes for further study



For this course I felt it was important to recognise the current landscape of Brazilian
music and the directions being taken right now because it's something I feel most
people overlook in the carnival world. We have our tastes and I intend to bend the
envelope to at the very least give you a current feel for what is going on there right

now.

It was hard to know where to draw the line and how far to go with this and how to
give the fairest representation of whats going on, rather than just what I like and

making totally random assumptions on what people might actually like. 
I'm going to just introduce you to some artists and styles quite quickly, but also spend

a bit more time looking and analysing artists who are using things we've already
talked about in previous lessons.

It was even more difficult as a lot of the music I've covered in this block is also pretty
new in the grand scheme of things.

One thing worth mentioning is I won't be talking about Brazilian Funk in this block,
despite it being the most popular style of music across the country over the last 2

decades, it's origins lie in Rio de Janeiro.. so look forward to that later in the course.

part 5.

 CONTEMPORARY MUSIC - BAHIA



afro-Brazilian pride

Thanks to the Bloco Afros and many other great bands, musicians and
activists in the 1900s. Many artists who heavily draw upon their Afro-

Brazilian heritage are making careers and incredible fusion music and I want
to introduce you to a few of them and how what we've already learned is

being applied. Among many liberal people African connections and
references are really loved and highly regarded, where as in right wing
communities these things are still very much looked down upon. Life of
course is much more nuanced that the above statement but this is the

typical trend. 

Racism is a global issue but it's incredibly rampant in Brazil and much of it is
as a result of the power of the police. Rio de Janeiro , who alone make up for

30% of all deaths at the hands of police every year, were responsible for
9000 deaths over a 10 year period. 75% of them were black people. This

situation has been getting progressively worse in the last few years due to
the world cup, Olympic games and the newest president. The most notable
deaths in recent years have been: Marielle Franco (activist and politician) ,

Rodrigo Dos Santos (16), João Pedro Mattos Pinto (14), Ágatha Félix (8).



musical Case Study 1

Pagode baiano / pagodão

Pagode Baiano, aka Pagodao, aka swingueira, aka quebradeira. is a variant of Pagode made in
Salvador and was incredibly popular in the 1990s + 2000s. It's main characteristics are: Bahian
percussion, Synthesizers, Classic pop lyrics with innuendo + simple catchy choruses. As well as

most of it being incredibly cheesy.

The main percussion instruments are Congas, Bacurinha and Surdo.  The congas are
played with a Brazilian conga technique you won't hear in Cuba which is much more open
and comes from the Atabaque technique. Here are some of the key rhythmical elements
of Pagodão...

This surdo line is part of the pulse for the style. Though it's notated like
this, it's usually played as half-time compared to everything else.

Surdo 

Congas

Bacurinha
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Case Study 2

Leudji LUNA

Her debut album "O Corpo No Mundo" was released in 2017 and it is a beautiful blend of
Candomble grooves and feels with guitars, gorgeous melodies. Her biggest hit from the album

"Banho de Folhas" (bath of leaves) is immensely popular. 
Almost every track on the album features afro rhythms played on either hand drums, or

sample pads. The title track of the album you can clearly hear the atabaques playing a 12/8
part in the quintessential style of the rum-pi and le in candomble ketu. Personally speaking her

album has been the album I've listened to the most since I found it in 2018.

Above is the notation for the bell part that you can hear all over Afro-Brazilian and Afro-Cuban
music and it can be played with a 4/4 feel or a 6/8 feel thanks to it's 12/8 time signature. It's a
complicated one to get to being with but I'd recommend playing it in a 4 feel first of all to get it

in your hands

I'd recommend checking out Leudji's percussionist Lenyhna Oliveira who is an expert in Afro-
Brazilian music from Bahia based in São Paulo. She's an amazing all round percussionist with

a great sense of style but her Timbal playing is spectatular.
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Case Study 3

Baiana system

This group is the main inspiration for this class. BaianaSystem is an extremely
important group making music in Brazil right now. They are a group that mixes the

soundsystem cultures of Bahia, Jamaica as well as styles like cumbia, MPB, frevo,
afrobeat + dub.

It's a collaborative project between the musicians, multiple producers and visual
artists. One of the central collaborators since joining in 2012 is percussionist Japa

System, who is a pioneer in the possibilities of combining real analogue percussion
with digital percussion and used to play with Timbalada.

Baiana System have released 5 albums of original music fusing these styles and writing
music with strong lyrics about political and social issues and they have a strong visual

style also with triangle shaped masks worn by fans and band members at shows.

One the next page are the lyrics and chords translated from one of their most popular
songs "Lucro (Descomprimindo)" Which translates as "Profit (Uncompressing). To

which I'd play adaptiations of Samba Reggae + Ijexa. 

Bloco performing in Pelourinho. 



Dm                      C             Dm
Tire as construções da minha praia
                C                Dm
Não consigo respirar
               C               Dm
As meninas de mini saia
                C              Dm
Não conseguem respirar
                C           Dm
Especulação imobiliária
            C                        Dm
E o petróleo em alto mar
               C                         Dm
Subiu o prédio eu ouço vaia

         Dm                          F
Eu faço figa pra essa vida tão sofrida
                                 G
Terminar bem sucedida
                                   A
Luz do sol é minha amiga
                                 Dm
Luz da lua, minha instiga
                                 F
Me diga você, me diga 
                                          G
O que é que sara a tua ferida
                             A
Me diga você, me diga

Dm   C    Dm
Lucro
C                       Dm   C   Dm
Máquina de louco 
  C                            Dm  C   Dm
você pra mim é lucro
C                         Dm  C  Dm  C
Máquina de louco

Dm                                            C
Vou botar rapadura na mamadeira
                                        Dm 
Vou dar rapadura pra bater, pá pá
             C
É pra bater, pá pá

Get the buildings off my beach

I can not breathe

The girls in mini skirt

Can't breathe

Real estate speculation

And offshore oil

Up the building I hear booing

I make a  figa for this life so suffered

Finish successful

Sunshine is my friend

Moonlight is my instigation

Tell me, tell me

What heals your wound

Tell me, tell me

Profit

Crazy Machine

You are profit to me

Crazy Machine

I'll put rapadura in the bottle

I'll give rapadura to beat, man man

Lucro (Descomprimindo) -

Baiana System



Recommended artists:  
Leudji Luna,
Larissa Luz, 

Baiana System,
Xenia França

Illy
Parangolé

Tom Veloso
ATTØØXXA

Psirico
Moreno Veloso

Spotify users there is a playlist
called Nova Bahia which is

updated semi-regularly which is
really nice

contemporary music

notes for further study

Additional artists

Here is a list of artists from Bahia that don't really fit
any of the aforementioned categories that are worth

looking into.

Dorival Cyammi -Not at all contemporary but still a
legendary Brazilian composer who deserves some

kind of mention.
Caetano Veloso - Musician and Activist. Pioneer of

the  Tropicalism movement
Gil Gilberto - Musician, Activist, Politician.

Maria Bethânia - Singer, sister of Caetano 
Novos Baianos - Iconic MPB group



Reference to the present day country
of Angola in the southern part of
Africa. Also a type of Candomblé
which originated from that region

(Ata-ba-kee)
Traditional hand drum used in
Candomblé, Umbanda and Capoeira.
Rope tuned with natural heads. From
high to low they are named Lé, Rum-pi
+ Rum (hoom)

1) Axé/Ashe. Salutation from
Candomblé, meaning positive energy.
Also the concept of energy.

2) Style of music

Glossary

Collective name of for peoples from the
state of Bahia.

Angola

Atabaque

Augere

Rhythm from Candomblé

Axé

Baiano/Baiana

Name attributed to community
groups with a common goal or
purpose.

Bloco

The community groups who
pioneered the samba reggae style.

Bloco Afro

An Afro-Caribbean style of music from
Trinidad.

Calpyso

(K-ay-sha) Translates into english as Box
Name for snare drums across Brazil.

Caixa

A folkloric style from Colombia
Cumbia

Afro-Brazilian religion. For more
details read part 2 of the notes.

Candomblé

Name for higher pitched surdos in
Bloco-Afros. Responsible for counter
tempo and rolling parts.

Dobra

Translates as Samba School. Large
community groups that perform at
Carnaval in Rio in Sapucaí. For more
see block 3

Escola De Samba
Term commonly used to describe
percussion only groups.

Batucada



Fundões (pl.)
Name given to lower tuned surdos in
Bloco Afros, used to mark the tempo.

Style of music from Pernambuco

Glossary

Fundo

Frevo

Traditional bell of Candomblé
Gan

(Ee-je-sha)
Refers to the former home city of the
Oba nation. Rhythm in Brazil. 
Ijesha is the Yoruba spelling.

Ijexa

Translates as Samba School. Large
community groups that perform at
Carnaval in Rio in Sapucaí

Forró

Yoruba term used to describe people
of Fon and Ewe heritage. The word
itself means strangers - as historically
these groups were strangers to the
Yoruba speaking peoples. Is now one
branch of Candomblé

Jeje

Highest tuned atabaque of
Candomblé

Lé

Capital city of modern day Angola.
Was the main port where enslaved
people were taken to Brazil.

Luanda

(Aka Nagô)
The largest branch of Candomblé that
is practiced. In Portuguese it's
referred to as Nagô. Ketu is from the
Yoruba speaking peoples, mostly
people of the Oyo Kingdom.

Ketu

Literally translates to mean hammer.
This is the lowest of 5 surdos used in
Samba-Reggae which marks all 4
beats of the pulse.

Martelo

Referenced in the lyrics of Lucro.
Often refers to an amulet of a
clenched fist.

Figa

Musica Popular Brasileira. Pop music
from Brazil. 

MPB



Glossary

Contemporary style of music from
Bahia.

Pagode Baiano

(Or-ee-sha)
Spiritual deities from Vodun,
Candomblé and more

Orixá

Rhythm from Candomblé
Opanije

Nações pl.
Name given to the branches of
Candomblé and groupings used to
organise enslaved peoples,

Nação

aka Pelo. Cultural centre of Salvador
da Bahia. The region recognised as a
UNESCO heritage site for its arts and
architecture.

Pelourinho

(Heh-pi-kay) aka Repinique
Drum used in Samba + Samba
Reggae.

Repique

Brazilian style of music. Covered in
block 3 of this course in detail.

Samba

Brazilian style of music from Salvador
in Bahia created by Bloco Afros.

Samba Reggae

Large sound truck used in Carnival.
pictured below

Trio Eletrico

Referenced in the lyrics of Lucro. 
It's a type of sugar.

Rapadura

Bass drums used in Brazil, especially
in Samba + Samba Reggae.

Surdos


